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Fig. 5(a-c): Common spaces in between neighbors’ units
within Iranian HDVD housing, Parand, Iran,
Typical  unit,  (a)  Block  A1,  (b)  Block  B1  and
(c) Block C1

social and communal activities of each level will be done in
this small merely common space which is called neighborhood
unit. Absence of privacy and also lack of possibility of
neighborhood’s interaction are the clearest characteristics of
these spaces. In other word, in the present Iranian housing,
omitting the conditions of spaces in the outside of the houses
for regulating movement through pausing places for residents,
creates tribulations for settlers. In sum up, it is very difficult to
find the suitable common place or suitable neighborhood unit
for discussion of neighbors, even for shorts times (Fig. 5).

On the other hand, because of the space limitation inside
the housing’s units, many of residents put their shoes and some
other things outside their houses which are located in the
common place of each level (Fig. 6).

It means that, the main point is showing the different
problems of a house based on the required culture and identity
of Iranian dwellers. The culture and tradition are the identity
of people, of which more influence can be seen in their
lifestyle and behavior to relationship of people in Iran. So, it
can be seen that the new apartments are very culturally limited
for their residents.

Entrance door of units: The entrance door of units is the final
stage to pass from semi-public area to inside the house.
According to mentioned intervener forces, the complex system
of entrance in the traditional Iranian housing, reformed to the
merely just a simple door. In other words, the concepts and of
course real role and functions of the entrance as an
introduction to enter the house, have lost. Furthermore, in the
majority of cases, the openings of units are designed face to
face and without any attention to adjustment of sight direction.
From this perspective and with taking care to people’s culture
and identity and also the deep rooted tradition about the
relationships between the residents, it will be clear that the
design of these contemporary housing creates many pivotal
problems for dwellers. In fact, in this situation, residents will
lose their privacy and cultural values.

Lessons learnt from traditional Iranian housing: Iranian
traditional housing as a focal element among interweaving
fabric of social environment has had the greatest role to
physically  and  mentally  nurture  of  family   members
(Pirnia, 2005). The entrance of traditional Iranian houses is
one of the most important social characteristics to connect in
and outside of the house with special hierarchy (Fig. 7).

Accordingly, entrance of  Iranian traditional housing is not
merely a simple physical part of house, but is a complex
system with special functions. The different parts of this
system include platform, entrance door, vestibule and corridor.
The functions and characteristics of each of which are as
below.

Platform: Based on analyzing collected data, there are two
platforms “Pirneshin” in the two sides of the door of the
entrance of traditional Iranian housing (Azemati et al., 2011).
The word of “Pirneshin” in Persian involves two parts: “Pir” 
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